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Landed in El Dorado.
1 hour line at passport control, eye scan hurts – do they really use non damaging lasers?
20 min wait at the luggage carousel
30 min line at DIAN national customs agency, logo looks like a jewlery brand.
stayed at a backpacker hostel,
social anxieties around Europeans, especially around Post-Millenials. they dont greet you, just stare to
the floor when they walk past you
I go to bed early but have trouble sleeping because of the jet leg, check GasBuddy and FuelFinder for
hours, while drunk brits play ping-pong until 2 in the morning and talk about Ayahuasca parties
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Took walk in the city center – feeling paranoia around cars with blacked out windows
cars dont stop for people here, but the other way around dont spend time looking at the buildings much, as I dont want to seem like a tourist,
could I pass as a white colombian? – I am wearing old sneakers, unconspicous clothes, no jewlery,
sunglasses or camera – want to blend in, want to be invisible – a tourist wouldnt stare at the pavement,
a tourist wouldnt walk as fast as I do, straight lines, always zoning, looking around for possible
predators.
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Take out money at a bank machine, a lady is knocking against a window, I try to ignore her pretending
she just wants to sell me something – adrenalin is rising – she is opening the door, I keep on ignoring
her - estamos en una filia – ashamed I go to the end of the line outside the bank machine cabins I
entered before her, now everybody knows I am not from here, easy target – shortly before its my turn, I
walk away trying to find a new bank machine – make sure nobody is following me.
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I feel like Harrison Ford in the Tom Clancy adaptation, and wonder if there is some tourist joy in that,
which could possibly be capitalised on – daydreaming of a fake abduction, drugging and torture, with
lavish tracetero costumes, blinking machetes, fake blood – I am getting water boarded in a finca
basement outside of town, fake phone calls to my mother, played by a canadian actress, or even my real
mother why not? – if the corporation is trustworthy, she would enjoy it.
Afternoon at the gold museum, and then to Botero Museum, which closes just as I get there
Check online for Botero paintings instead and find photograph of Bill Clinton looking at a Botero
painting of the killed Escobar over the roofs of Medellin.

5
Second day, Take an early uber to eldorado, flight to barrancabermeja finish Jose lizarazos Barranquilla 2132 on plain –
one of the earliest colombian science fiction novels from 1932
a 20th century scientiest who was able to cryogenically freeze himself, is discovered in the year 2132
through a mysterious explosion, that unearthes his tomb/kryogenic chamber. His story becomes a news
attraction and he is shown arround Barranquilla of the 23rd century by two journalists – sort of a tourist
excursion - they go to museums, the city center, the local newspaper, a flight in a private jet around
town - apperently the world of tomorrow has become extremely uptight, and sex-phobic, everything
pleasurable is considered filthy - a kind of protestant utopia – although equality of women has been
fully accomplished.
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The theme of tourism is essential to the novel – yet in a dystopic, disfunctional inversion - Apprently
the new civilization, is not very interested in the visitor, regards his worldviews as antiquated.
Overwhelmed by his impressions of the tour around town he withdraws to his room to meditate, only to
find out that he had been constantly watched through a secret window in an act of medical surveillance
– Tourism always connected to surveillance, even now? Even I? – The protagonist, who used to be a
doctor himself, deeply disturbed by the surveillance psychologically deteriorates throughout the rest of
the novel, not able to cope with the environment and his lonelyness he ends up killing himself. A bad
trip.
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When I get out of the airplane – heat wave nearly strikes me down, immediately waves of sweat give
me chills, air full of polutants – the refinery is largely defunct now – still rest-pollution in atmosphere?
Wonder if the ozon layer is especially thin over barrancabermeja – like a gap in the clouds, dangerous
ultraviolate wavebeams reaching down like gods hand.
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I follow the instructions I have read on OPECs carbonplanet forum: walk up and down calle 52, trying
to find Ecopetrol street vendors with rollerblades.
Only street teams of other oil companies, like colorcoded gangs of hoodlums, payed for by
corporations to occupy public space – money for coke and knifes to hang out together,
to take instagram selfies with tourists infront of cristo petroleo.
Ask around OXYs lilac bodiesuits, they dont know anything about tours to the fracking fields
neither do Frontera in White tshirts
Sinopec in Red spandex,
one guy of British Petroleum dressed as a giant Oil Drop knows that Ecopetrol does them, but tells me
they are expensive and not worth it, does she care about competition? Go to Intercontinental pool
instead, think about number of carbon tourists in almost empty hotel complexes, and if there are visitor
seasons when climate is always the same.

9
The invention of mass tourism is necessarily connected to tropes of health – of recreation, relaxation,
rejuvination, regaining of powers in order for the middle class and later working class to go back to
their work place with enhanced productivity. Downtime of the break, of leisure that is capitalised on.
Mass tourism and packaged tourism are inventions of the late 18ths century – the productive reorganization of coastlines and the gaze onto the ocean / compare to the gaze onto the mountains / or
landscape which would later become part of the tourist imagination.
In England and Germany seaside resorts were medicinally charged by the connection to sanatoriums,
hydrotherapy, Kneipps and thalasso as therapeutical institutions dubbed as spa towns.
In German Kurorte oder Heilbäder like Heiligendamm. Spa - a developed natural spring in Belgium,
Even here: Barrancabermeja spa based on an Oil spring?
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To not go on hollidays in the summer is considered unhealthy.
Always staying at home – reminds the middle class that something might be wrong, something isn’t
right, a depression is materializing – the safe zone of happiness and productivity has been drawn from
underneath my feet, I have been spending months in the city not leaving it, that I dont know anymore if
I am ever going to leave it again – for a little trip, just a trip to the sea, nothing big, or maybe thailand –
UNs World Tourist Organization’s largest tourist dependend economy – some 20% of thailands GDP is
made of revenues by tourists, so much so that Krabi province is building a new coal-fired power plant.
A tourist needs 4 times as much energy as a local.
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Tourism the site of participation of the average consumers in fossil fuel demand – car advertisements
never show the protagonist driving to work, but always a ride for fun in the countryside, or families
loading a car for a holliday trip. Mobility through cars and airplaines a cultural representation invented
by fossil fuel lobby, the american suburban dream – leisure and gasoline - When The oil crisis of 1973
hit the US, suburban middle-class mostly white citizens wrote angry letters to Nixon adminstrations
energy czar demanding their Oil – as Nixon had relied on more foreign energy and a floating Oil and
Dollar price, US government so surprised by third world countries, that the OPEC and not the Soviet
could threaten their economic stability, that they considered invading Saudi Arabia – precursor plans to
oil wars in Iraq and Afghansistan.
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Tourism into post-oil war countries, including Colombia, involving kerosine and gasoline, whose
exploitation has been secured thorugh the conflict – in this way - all tourism from the 2000s on was
Carbon tourism, based on global demand of Oil, justifies aggressive neoliberal foreign policies & Free
Trade Agreements – Globalization only possible through the fuel that allows for the free transportation
of goods and people, Oil the meta-commodity – the second most traded product. Plan Colombia
directly linked to a resistance to trade and explotation of fossil resources.
how can I think, coming here as a tourist, that my actions are not part of the post-conflict - the police
forces that protect the street corner, since Uribe employed them to, where I eat my artesano empanadas,
are the same police forces that protect US corporate petrol stations and pipelines in the countryside.
disfruta colombia slogan - colombias governmental tourist promoting agency – ProColombia/ or
Proexport was founded alongside bancoldex – the state owned bank of foreign trade and is since 2002
and Uribe part of the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Tourism.

13
How can I think that my presence and security is not payed for by Plan Colombia, by lives of civilians
and guerilla fighters. Payed for with US dollars, to US military contractors, weapon producers,
Chemical producers allowing US oil companies to secure business by eradicating peasant crops,
dropping bombs on peasants like on December 13, 1998, when AirScan a air surveillance contractor for
Occidental Oil misidentified the the village of Santo Domingo as a guerrilla target, leading Colombian
Air Force to kill eighteen civilians, including nine children.
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PLAN COLOMBIA and PLAN LAZO.
special warfare commander General William P. Yarboroughs trip to Colombia in 1962, a US special
survey team of the John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School which Yarborough commanded
from 61-65, originated out of the Psychological Warfare (PSYWAR) Division of the Army General
School – to study internal security and infiltration by communists. A bad trip, full of anti-communist
paranoia. PLAN LAZO, designed by Yarborough, suggested covert US intervention into Colombia
inorder to quench leftist insurgency. The FARC formed the Marquetalia Republic in response to attacks
of peasant communities carried out under PLAN LAZO in the mid 1960s.
15
In Yarboroughs words “A concerted country team effort should be made now to select civilian and
military personnel for clandestine training in resistance operations […] This structure should be used
to pressure toward reforms known to be needed, perform counter-agent and counter-propaganda
functions and as necessary execute paramilitary, sabotage and/or terrorist activities against known
communist proponents. It should be backed by the United States... If we have such an apparatus in
Colombia it should be employed now.”
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PLAN LAZO was known to be executed by military personelle trained at the School of the Americas,
an institution which from 1961 on was assigned throughout cold war of teaching “ anti-communist
counterinsurgency training,” to military personal from all Latin american countries, With instructions
entirely in spanish – educating known several Latin American dictators and their military personelle
with a legacy of human rights violations.
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PLAN COLOMBIA argues that the FARC / ELN are the main perpetrators of drug trafficking, a
delusional artefact of PLAN LAZO. Paramilitary participation in drug trafficking was much higher but
not targeted in the same way by PLAN COLOMBIA. FARC and ELN can be named the most effective
saboteurs of US corporate interest in Oil exploitation in Colombia, with the ELN attacking more then
600 times Pipelines since 1986. PLAN LAZO – PLAN OIL.
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Future Latin American paramilitary gang leaders, drug lords, dictators and snipers snort lines of coke
between classes in the school of the americas bathrooms, at Fort benning, Georgia – the toilet walls
tagged with anit-communist graffiti, crossed out hammer and siccles - outside the song of the brown
thrasher becomes the soundtrack to fantasies of falsos positivos, extrajudiciary killings and drone

flights. Here the war on Communists – war on drugs and war on terror collide in the spectrum of an
Oil war curriculum. The dirty war incubator – the mother ship of paramilitary combat knowledge.
19
Bill Clinton’s tourist trip to Medellins Museo de Antioquia in 2017,
looks at Boteros Painting of the killed Pablo Escobar
Clinton, the neoliberal democrat,the architect of plan colombia
consideres the end of the narco-boss, consideres the war on drugs
consideres his choices, his policies, his legacy
considers the killed bill clinton
considers if he could be held responsible for attrocities, for US involvement in the killings and
displacements of thousands of peoples
consideres the falsos positivos
Bill Clinton starts sweating at the site of the chubby Escobar
waves of paranoia rush in and out,
he has to leave the museum, he is not feeling well,
he needs sunglasses, he needs a disguise,
waves of paranoia hunt each other – Bill Clinton knows
where Pipelines go – coca grows,
to finance the mercanary soldior gangs that protect the pipelines and coal mines – driving campesinos
off their lands paramilitaries enter villages smelling guerillias,
waves of leftist paranoia – rightist paranoia,
waves of rightist and leftists militias entering towns,
digging large pits outside of the village – are they looking for oil or digging graves,
paranoia that oil might be in the forests sorrounding my village,
a derivative of gold paranoia – invisible resources, money in the ground that attracts violence – that
brings in armed contractors for international money, the north Bloc
activist-lawyer Francisco
Ramirez Cuellar says “we calculate that 80 percent of
the money to create the paramilitary North Bloc was provided by mining
and oil companies, who produce coal and exploit gas and oil in the
whole northern and Caribbean zone of Colombia.”
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Next day back to calle 52 – spend the morning looking at streat team vendors – but still no Ecopetrol,
wonder if they discontinued the fracking field tours, maybe too dangerous?
Were tourists sewing?
I am staring at the colorful uniforms of the other corporations and consider doing a tour in the rafinery
at least – thinking about my GRAND TOUR OPEC in the years 2028-2030.
named after the famous Grand Tour - from which the modern day tourism derives its name.
in the 19th century mostly britsh elite would travel through Europe, to rome, greece, later egypt and the
holy land to study archeology, learn languages and socialize with other memebers of the european
nobility
in the same manner in the late 1970s, the children of the oil exporting families travelled to OPEC

nations to visit and survey rifineries, mines and oil fields, drive sport cars, and network with the fossil
fuel elite with the reduction of the carbon energy consumption in the early 2020s more and more former
extraction sites were dismantled and turned into sites of post-industrial preservation, partly heritage and
partly renaturlization, ready for tourist development
Today OPECs own tourist organization Carbon Planet belongs to one of the biggest in the world – and
runs offices out of Houston, Bejing, Caracas, Riyadh and Teheran.
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Before I became a Backpacker I started as an experience tourist, at Oil Company Head Quarters,
like the campus headquarters of Sinopec In Bejing or Aramco in Dharan.
Last year I spent 3 month in Texas
living in a 24/7 PETRO-LARP park at Exxons Houston Campus
they build this westworld style park in which you can re-live the cult oil-western GIANT,
with Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson and James Dean
you can be a rancher, take part in real Texan BBQs, have fist fights in diners, drill your own oil field,
become rich, build an oil empire or loose it all in gambling halls and bordellos
Some players stay for months on end.
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The oil-Experience industry has everything to offer from mad max themed petrol stations, cruises in the
golf of mexico to different offshore drilling rigs, including diving to the underwater ruins of the
deepwater horizon, Petroleum Museums, Libraries, Archives, visits to the great-pacific plastic patch,
plastic collecting excursions on the beaches of thailand, renaturated coal mines turned into lakes,
UNESCO world industrial heritage sites, cathedrals of labour, ghost boomtowns, difunct refineries,
mines, highways, car-factories...
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Ecopetrol controversial event-excursions into fracking fields, have become an insider tip on
carbonplanet and 4chan forums.
stories of actors in the forest dressed as ELN guerillias, of real oil as props, of specially trained tour
guides and out of body experiences.
“one of the most lavish fracking adventures in carbon-fuel tourism, dont drink the water haha”
“a fun ride, with great performances by tour guides and undercover tourists, lots of surprises, great
locations”
“A real gusher, petroleum like you have never seen it before, scary, eery and full of awe.”
24
Third day on the pier by the lake, overlooking cristo petroleo.
I have become a regular at the lake, start to notice the rhythms of the day, streams of tourists, vendors,
pickpockets, marketers and NGO signature board holders.
Midday, 4 in the afternoon and 9 in the evening, three water shows a day - a fountain of brown water
projected into the air out of the christ statue – spraying tourists and passerbys with lake water, and
make the air smell like damp clothes for 10 min, then heat and cicadas return.
Buy a coconut icecream at the mall when I see a group of young people in rollerblades and yoga type

sport uniforms with ecopetrol logos.
They sit in the shade and drink energy drinks with straws
their signboards and ecopetrol umbrellas on the side of the walkway
I approach them, go through the sentences in broken spanish in my head palms sweaty – checking for wallet – making sure nobody sees me step up to them – can see braces on one of the girls sitting in the shade, another one stands up
approaches me
- trabajas para ecopetrol?
- a veces.
- soy una tourista...
- claro.
- ...busco un excursion para las campos de fracking?
she smiles at me, goes back to her colegues, as if to get the drugs from the secret stash,
a second clipboard, a blue one – a short list of names and signatures
“cómo podemos contactarlo”

Street Team Marketer

So it was back then, fin-de-semana, sisters, and I was caressing my jems
and cards over a nice little gasoline fire, down by the river with my
cohort: sandra, monika and vicci – and we were just getting our pyjamas ready
when I felt a real chilly super thrush down my kundalini, that asked for some
kicking.
So I said: sisters, said I, don’t get in your hammacas yet, I want to blade
down to the shopping mall and see If we can find us some voluntarios that
we can tickle with our carpet knifes and off we zoomed, the 4 of us in our uniforms, in a late night massive attack – that would bring out some blood to the
streets, like in the old days of revolt and repress.
By the Radisson lounge we ordered some chicha, with a spike and cough drops
– and werent thinking anything violent until out of the spa waddled that
zoo-cleaner, mauricio, el mauro, a goalie from the soccer team, a wet sponge,
who left the CV writing class with a dirty look on the instructors chalkfinger,
that pervert, mauro, that slimy drop, still owes me some Petros from Second
Life where he fumigated all of my coca crops – and doxxed me.
chicha aside, we meet him down at the parking garage where I cut off the
plug from his e-scooter power cord with extended blade – his eyes fill with
tears, towel around his neck, still wet and perfect for a hangman. We circle
him like a riot roller gang and just as Monika is holding his legs nice and
tight, his achillis tendons slashed apart, I am getting deep down the rabbit
hole of violence. In came the private consignemnt guards lured in by mauros
screams and taser me with their shockers into the neck, that I seizure aside
oh did the robodogs bark at me and uuh the did the shockers shock!
Off I went to the Industrial Prison Complex where they gave me a good wash
and job at the nail factory – a real bad omen, sisters, cause there it was
that I entered the market – the site and playground of the prices, the
normal prices, the just prices, the natural prices.
No friends did I have but mean guards and hanky panky with other inmates.
the only ones that stood by me were the Ecopetrol social workers at the
library, patient and caring, like second mothers they were, taking me in
day by day after the schlepping at the nail parlour.

They raised me back on my feet, gave me my vitamins and made me neat and
employable. Gave me funky books to read too about economy and freedom and
such.
Like Milton Freedom – free to choose
or the fountainhead
and Hayek, and Rothbard, and Mieses,
Popper & Polanyi
and then when I was ready with them, they gave me The Book, the tao te
ching
there sisters I found THE WAY – THE WU WEI – THE Dao
there I found the truth and veridictability sisters,
and there it was when I started to look at my place in the market.
The Dao reads
highest goodness is like water:
Water, which benefits the myriad things and rests in the places
everybody hates.
You can’t get it right if you are a millienial – you are expected to have no
sense of history and such – but the times we grew up in were dire and mean
and hiding the facts and their faces.
I wondered, how I we came to be the jaded teenagers – vaping our lifes away
by the river, sticking knifes into each other and hunting for C.R.E.A.M.,
being done with the complacency and ready to grow up I sat down in the book shop, sisters, and studied about my generation –
about the Y, the millenials, the social media narcisists, knowledge
junkies, and political representation obsessers.
I studied and found a special interest in the 1970s, I became somewhat of a
historian of the 70s, films and music, the vietnam war, Nixon, the nonaligned
movement, french theory, the Iranian revolution, OPEC, the oil
crisis’ and the golden age of leftist terrorist groups – RAF, IRA, Red
Brigades, Weathermen, PFLP, Japanese Red Army, early PKK and M-19.
The 70s – the decade the demarcation line was drawn, between post-war
American Imperialism and global empire neoliberlism, exchanging keynianism
for the game of free markets, that my generation was born into, the first
after the end of history.
on 2nd February 1972, Stanley Kubricks adaptation of A clockwork orange, a
masochitic dystopia about a raping teenager gang is released into the heat
of second wave feminism. The film is sort of a divination tool into early
Neoliberlism, where juvenile delinquint alex parades through Oil Crisis
ridden british brutalist apartment complexes, drives sports cars thorugh

night time suburbs to terrorise rich counterculture artists. Alex is
trialed for rape and murder and enters a Benthamian prison declinating
tropes of surveillance and incarceration of the kind Michel Foucault would
study in his mid-70s discipline and punish.
In Prison Alex hears of the ludovico method – a new behavioral therapy
approach to rehabilitation, that releases criminals after a short amount of
time (Burgess was one of the most ardent critics of Skinners Behaviorism)
Alex is conditioned to be triggered by images, sounds or fantasies of
violence that produce a demobilizing sensation of nausea in him.
Foucault connects Skinners behaviorist techniques, in his college de france
lectures from 1979, the birth of biopolitics, the first theorization of the
neoliberal individual, to the production of the homo oeconomicus. Homo
oeconomicus has learned through a set mechanistic reinforcements “to
respond to modifications in the variables of the environment […] in a nonrandom, systematic way, [...] economics can therefore be defined as the
science of the systematic nature of responses to environmental variables.”
If so conditioned, “homo oeconomicus is the person who must be let alone,
[...] one must laisser-faire” - he will become the gate keeper of the
narcissism of millenials and post-millenials, the entrepreneur of the self,
the portfolio manager for the accumulation of human capital. The homo
oeconomicus flees herself into a constant errection fantasy, a never-ending
mirror stage, while her neoliberal government practices the art of least
government, abandons her with austerity measures, employment programs and
incentivzed loans.
Foucaults lectures, conicide with the second oli crisis of the 70s. This
time triggered by the Iranian revolution, and extended by the Iran-Iraq war
that more then doubled US and European Oil prices. The 70s public energy
politics discourse was centered around austerity and scarcity. Both Richard
Nixon (69-74) and Jimmy Carter (77-81) urged US citizens to cut back on
their energy consumption. They relied heavily on oil imports and continued
price control for the domestic oil market in order to fight inflation. The
oil crisis of 1973, had increased oil prices for 400 % and resulted in an
gasoline shortage in the US that cramped the middle-class suburban
population. Ronald Reagan used the re-kindled frustration around the second
oil crisis in 79-80 to run his campaign on a specifically neoliberal
promise against austerity and for a strong, deregulated, laissez-faire
economy - one of his slogans for the 1980 campaign went: “Our problem isn’t
a shortage of oil. It’s a surplus of government.”
The experience of the oil crisis among americans could be part of the

reason how Reagans self appreciation errection fantasy became president,
with which promises Reagan became president.
By THE WAY papa Ecopetrol helped me out of prison on a concession and gave
me a real Jubilee – a room in a dorm, employment and a uniform
and I started working for them, sisters, doing good things like help clean the empty refineries from the oil staines and shredder
nasty old documents.
I was good enough for a promotion and training and went into the santander
forest facility to learn about the history of oil,
there I stayed, oh sisters, with other recruits to teach the path of
treating the visitors the right WAY – a special training program, 3 months
in the djungle, shaved head and all, cleaning my speech and acting and
everything that was needed – but I wasnt ready to go to the streets yet,
instead I entered the Ecopetrol convent, as a nun- growing platanos and
coffee, studying and translating the Dao.
In 1972, a year before the oil crisis – the year A clockwork organge came
out - Gia-Fu Feng and his wife jane english published their translation of
the tao te ching - which became the most influential translation in the west –
Gia-Fu Feng being a teacher of tai-chi and chinese wisdom in the counter culture and teacher of Maslow, Alan Watts and the Beat Writers. With this translation the Dao – has entered US imaginary, ready for global export - the WU WEI
and the Market.
Neoliberalism, and Liberalism have always argued with a certain mystic
account of the perfect natural process in which the market creates prices
and demands in the harmonious process of competition.
Hayek calls it the “impersonal and anonymous mechanism of the market”, Adam
Smiths famous “invisible hand of the market”.
Foucault describes this process of the naturalness of the market as the
site of the production of truth, and veridiction (made of a quality that
allows us to tell if something is true or false, if a governments actions
are useful or unuseful), again and again the inconceivability of the way
that the economy produces prices, is the reason for humans to leave
politics out of it - rather placing the government around the market like a
well, to protect it – to let it produce in all its purity its spontaneous
magic.
From Adam Smith, to Milton Freedman, to the anarcho-capitalism of today
Laozu has been instrumental as spiritual father of diverse libertarian
ideologies of non-government.

Governing a large country
is like frying a small fish.
You spoil it with too much poking.
I am reading the energy crisis of the 1970s, the 2000s and the 2020s with
the Wu-Wei – with the action-less action. What if all the US citizens,
Europeans and tourists would have stopped driving in the face of the oil
crisis, would have taken public transport, would have stopped participating
in the modes of fossil fuel production.
If there is no company where I can by blood free fuel, then I am not going
to by any fuel, its that simple if I know that I cannot produce blood free fuel
as a producer, as a driller, as a member of the military, as Unionist, then I
will stop to participate – I will strike, I will raise questions, I will enter
dialog until impossible - then I will exit dialog, quit the job and stop participating – my complaceny has to end, my ignorance has to end. I have to learn
that my actions within capitalism have consequences – that every peso that I
spend has a consequence – The market will not end, the market always was there
and always will be – the exchange of humans never ends. But for now I am in the
world, participating – as a vendor, a saleswoman, I am a street team representative, marketing THE GOOD WAY for Ecopetrols Fracking Field Tours, collecting
the right kind of tourists for the special Excursion into the Zone, behind the
refinery, into the djungle and History of Oil.
I start my tour with a quote by Lao Zu “The wells spirit does not die,
her dark womb
gives bith to infinite worlds
the source of heaven and earth
endelssly flowing like silk
an inexhaustable energy”
WE find ourselves here at the riverbanks of the Magdalena, where 130 years
ago, was a little hamlet, sorrounded by djungle filled with jaguars,
anacondas and iguanas. Before the US Tropical Oil Corporation, arrived – la
TROCO – now part of EXXONMOBIL.
in front of you, the largest Refinery of Colombia, now defunct, the
spiritual guardian of the community formed around PAPA PETROLEO. The
flagship, the locomotivo, the capitol of Ecopetrol, who took it over from
Troco in1961. we could speak of it as the energetical pump of colombia,

which has drained the cano-limon Oilfield since its concession of 1917 for
over 100 years.
During the first half of our excursion today I will give you a short tour
of the refinery – in which you will encounter not little petromagia, learn
about the history of this great desarollo, encounter holograms of the
forefathers and meet the new corporate Identity of Ecopetrol with its
stakes in human progress studies, security and border protection, big Data
analysis, space exploration and experience tourism! Then we will exit
through the west side of the refinery, where a boat will lead us to the
other side of the magdalena. A small path will take us into the djungle and
the fracking fields. If we are fortunate - we might even encounter some Oil today.

Sociologa
some notes on the tour guides performance:
- speaks loud, open vowels, slow, trained speachpatterns, words come out as if they have been
formes before, speaking through a script, yet suggesting surprise, open thought and free will
- turns while she speaks to look everybody in the eye, no one is forgotten and no one is spared
- ticks with her hands, she forces them together, as if they go apart like a same sided magnet, the
corners of her mouth twitching, a kind of nodding to the side with her head. Behavior was
repressed inorder to arrive at the presentable stage, yet she seems at ease, wonder if she has ticks
in her private life as well
- through pitch and pauses, words are delivered as if with surprise - highly effective, participants
are made eager to learn even technical information, her delivery is like that of a teenager, or an AI,
innocent and smart
She leads us through different sectors of the refinery.
Stops at info points, waits for trailing visitors, informs us about the site we are standing infront of,
the players attention held tightly by her like the bridle to a horse.
- politely answers questions directed at her, keeps us on track and insures us that none of her
performance will be broken , and that the invisible rules to this game of the tour have magically
been layed out for us, this deck of cards is unmarked and shuffled well.
Until broken, they will seem almost invisible - later when the cards of panic and mayham are
played - her performance will shift drastically, intelligable though and all played perfectly –
presenting us with opened cracks to her tour guide self under confusion and anarchy.
The group consists of 12 visitors, 8 of which are tourists either from the US or western europe, 3
possibly heterosexual couples, one in their 30s, two in their 50s. 2 sinlge traveling men, one older
and one younger, backpackers, most likely petroleum tourists, no reason for them to come to
Barrancabermeja otherwise, its expensive. A young colombian man, probably a tourist, and a
former oil woker, very obvious, jeans outfit, uso patch, the way they move etherally through the
refinery – pretending they see it for the first time. But everybody can tell she must have worked
here. Her gaze goes to details nobody notices. I almost think she is one of the plants There is always a couple of plants in the ecopetrol tours, fake visitors, actors that the company
hired as coolers, as jesters, as authentic panic reactions – one of the couples are definatly actors. I
saw them before and they behave trained. Too easy- but with the Unionst I cant tell, its hard to
discern her age.
By the river at the west end of the refinery a long white motorized barge is fested. Each visitor
receives a life vest and gets on board. the guide pushes us into the water with the help of one of
the backpackers. Cumulonimbus clouds forming mushrooms, a storm is rolling in, noting the company
can control, but maybe they schedule tours according to weather reports? – a rocky ride on the magdale-

na, the wind is getting stronger as we drive slowly upstream to look at the refinery from the river. We
enter a smaller arm of the Magdalena on the other side of isla la candelaria. The guide fasten the
boat at a little dock, at the other side of the river. All passengers get off one by one. Thunder rolls
– she tries ot quiet the participants worries with another quote of the dao de ching – comparing
thunder to the calmness of the spirit – Its getting uncanny, will they stop the tour?
The Guide is leading as down a dirt road, palm trees and thick foliage on both sides shaking in the
wind, white pipelines go on the side, fastened by cable binders on metal holders. As we take a
corner, a group of blue-yellow macaws is rising from a drilling rig tower, tucked between trees.
The group walks onto the fracking plattforms, a cleared patch of land, almost automatically we
form a circle around the defunct drill tower, some staring into the empty chemicals pond, at the
bottom of which a black plastic tarp, where the contaminated water mixed with the fracking fluid
was stored and sprayed to evaporate, before the rest was hauled off by trucks to be dumped in
another (unmonitred site). The guide commences to explain the process of fracking:
- gas and oil trapped in shales, between rock and sands,
- a mixture of water, sand and chemicals is used to break open those shales to release the trapped
hydrocarbons – chemical sands, artifical sands – the crisis of energy, fracking accelerated after
energy crisis of 2008-2009, especially in the US as a way for the US to become more independent
of foreign energy reserves – aiding the oil glut of the 2010s, oil and shale gas fludding the markets
- she speaks of the thousands of tonnes of water used, the advantage of fracking next to a river,
- the special complexity of colombian geology - shale gas and oil fields, as ground water is deeper
then in other countries.
- the years corporations took to convince the government to frack under protest of environmental
organizations, NGOs, indigenous rights groups
I am starting to believe that she is the real deal, not just an actress, but possibly initiated in one of
Ecopetrols prison complexes, where they recruit train, and employ young derelicts to become
disciples of market taoism. She must have went through an Dao-capitalists monastery, studying
economic books like mystical texts in comparison to the Tao Te Ching. Thereby the company
works close to a cult: to create dependence of the individual with the corporation, they have to
cut their social ties alrady in prison, and establish only in-corporate relationships. They live in
corporate housing, sleep deprived, work overhours with wages far beyond minimum wage laws,
often in voluntary position, are provided low nutrition food, have early meditation and training
sessions, an indoctrination type education. Individuals like her probably went through several
months of training to break her spirit and fetishize energy – and energy production.
Her uniform was made for instagram, but she hasnt touched any social media accounts in years.
I have been studying these secret societies since the mid 2020s as a sociologist - ultra-libertarians,
anarcho-neoliberalists, free market disciples, rothbardians, tao-capitalists in connection to my
sociological work around oil and the sacred. Starting from early modern economists beccaria,
bentham, adam smith they understand the invisible mechanisms of the market as a site of
sacredness - the holy market. For them something like a collective ritual, a type of divine game
and festival. I can hear in her words a mythological reading of the Oil crisis of the 70s – as the root
of neoliberalism, Nixon as the liberator of the petro-dollar, leaving the bretton-woods accord,

unpegging the dollar from gold to let the currencies float and fluctuate – Nixon the adversary of
OPEC, like the devil and faustus, in dance according to the unfixed oil price. They call for an
intensity of economic fluctuation mirrored in processes of financialization that arrived with
neoliberalism in the 80s, derivatives markets – futures, options, warrants, forwards, equity swaps,
securities, credit defaul swaps, mortgage backed securities, collateral debt obligation, short sales.
Coming from a background in financial sociology, my thesesis was on stock market traders who
had turned to right wing internet mysticism, gnosticism and became spiritual commentators on
wired and blockchain forums. In the study I was researching on specific bloggers, some of which I
had met, some I had only followed on the message boards – after the publication me and my
sociology department, including my supervisor were immediately targeted by several mysoginist
and ultra-libertarian anti-surveillance groups, I was doxxed, swatted, trolled, my social media
accounts hacked, I received rape and death threats. I had to leave the country and went to Spain,
and finally to Mexico – where I joined an Acéphale self-defense group of sociologists. They helped
me to go underground and issue Mexican docuemtns - I had several body alterations, gait change
training, a voice chord transplantation and a face transplantation.
In exile I had spend a lot of time considering my field work and what it made out of me - who am
I writing for, who is my audience. Can I trust my audience? If field work, if the work of the
anthropologist / psychologist / sociologist is about studying the human condition – this is only
possible by studying our own condition, by understanding concepts of self, privacy and identity.
Field work was a constant for me, a mode of living – of looking, seeing, observing, experiencing,
noting, jotting, formulating, connecting and editing. The process of my field work had quite literal
consequences on my perspective as a woman, as a feminist, as a sociologist and profoundly on
my name, my national identity, my body.
I had become a receptical of rage, anxiety and hate that the act of studying someone perhaps always
automatically generates. Even now undercover on this tourist excursion - I am Argus the thousand eyed
monster, my body a vessel of surveillance. My field work in oil and energy an autoarchaeology
- the story of oil is about myself, as a story of transformation – geo-engineering and body-engineering
– of energies released during the industrial revolution, that have grown inside of us, through cars, networks and implants. The orouboros of energetical cycles, the first law of thermodynamics – energy is not
being lost – for Bataille, the founder of Acéphale, the human is made of energy, at the pinnacle of the
cycle of plants, microbes, herbivores, carnivores, that feed their energy into each other and end in the human, who harnesses more energy around them, by means of culture and technology, more energy then
is needed for life – whos death is a luxury, on which life spares no expanse – the death of the human, a
tipping point, an inversion of energy – the energy of the sun constantly feeding the records of death - the
death of pre-historic life, stored in the archives of Petroleum and Oil – The sacredness, the fetisihism of
Oil connected to this energetic inversion.
As a member of Acéphale, I see myself in the tradition of the sociology of the sacred, of the
Durkheim-school and the college de sociology organized by George Bataille, Michel Leiris, and
Roget Calloit in the late 1930s. The college studied how it was possible that the sacred had been
appropriated by faschism and authoritarianism. It studied how the sacred manifests in dance,
eroicism, laughter, bacchernalia, death, ecstacy, nakedness, irrationality, violence, insanity and how

it can be harnessed to create new rituals and myths inorder to transform society. Acéphale was formed
by Bataille as a secret society, based on the modern myth of a leaderless group, a chiefless crowd, symbolized by a god without a head. The society met for rituals at newmoon in the forest of marley outside
of paris, at dusk, where newly initiated walked in silence to a ruin, next to which a lightning had struck
into a tree, and made blood sacrfices. The group claims that it planned to do a human sacrifice, understanding sacrifices as the most sacred of events, but being a headless crowd, all offered themselves to be
sacrificed and none to perform the executioner.
„we are relentlessly spiritual«,
»what we undertake is a war«.
»What appeared to be politics, and believed to be political, will one day reveal itself as a religious
movement”
There are two contradictory perspectives to sacred in connection to Oil.
One: that of the mass media, capital and progress based on the expenditure of Oil - This a
bataillen reading, that addresses the perceived sacred right of urban and suburban car
owners, tourists, military industrial complexes and war machines to Oil. Oil is here a quasi
spiritual “experience,” a type of wild energy, a potential that has no goal, that could be used
by anyone at anytimewhenever to accelerate, the sacredness is exactly located at the inifinte
temporality of oil, which connects it to leisure – Oil representes the suburbian fantasy of
culture and territory, of raod trips, of driving a car along the border of a territory called nation,
the petrol station as church, the car as the body of christ through which I live out my national
identity. I live in a country that can only be accessed by car - in suburban solitude, in an
unmeasured distance to locations of power, but anytimewhenever the wizard of Oz can be
reached, addressed and overthrown in but a daytrip with my Ford – what Bataille would call
unconditioned sovereign energy.
But there is another approach that would consider Oil as sacred, which is also connected to
territory but not to border but to ground, and is not connected to expenditure. This approch
is supported by environmentalists and indigenous groups, whos lands are appropriated,
environmentally harmed, their members harrassed, displaced or killed to secure extraction
processes on their land. Here Oil is discussed as the blood of the land or the sweat of the land
– Oil infrastructure is considered harmfull, because of environmental concerns of the sacred
lands, the sacred burial grounds. Where Oil is connected automatically to the old – the first –
the primordial. Where Oil is spiritually associated to death, the dead, dead organisms as our
ancestors – that have to be left in peace– exactly because their energy is so large.
Its dark, A storm is rising. I stretch out my hands to feel the raindrops. The leaves of the trees are
rambling and shaking in the wind – the pipelines on the side of the road, seem like markers in an
airplane, shiny white. There is a moment of silence as some tourists walk around, kicking sand,
staring into the clouds ominously brewing as if made of gas.
Almost unnoticeable, a rambling in the ground. I close my eyes, to be certain of the feeling. I
notice the union worker kneels down to touch the surface of the ground – like a microearthquake,
maybe caused by fracking fluid still trapped? The fracking drills have been defunct for
years. I scanning the crowd for clues, observing, noting - the guide herself seems in distress. Then

- a rift, the earth infront of me is sacking some 20cm down where some of the tourist fall to the
ground. A gush of black, viscuous fluid thik like spit is pressured out of the crack and rains down
on us in a cold drizzle – covering earth and trees and machinery and tourists, when the first of
them touches his own wet face at the sight of the black drops on the face of his wife, he starts
screaming – an unexpected high pitch scream, which absorbs the horror of the oil spray in one
finite gesture. The tourists start running into the forest.
A spontaneous Oil well, a mythical event. Sacred wells of water in the history of human mythology,
holy holes, holy sources – mythological stories of princesses finding golden balls at the bottom of
a well, creatures with hearts of gold, or golden tongues living at the bottom of the lake, of the
source – seeing the future or your true self while looking inside of a spring. Ancient sponateous oil
wells, Oil that has been used in ancient mesopotamia for lighting purposes, asphalt and medical
uses.
Rain and wind make it hard to see, when the confusion has settled, almost everybody is gone,
only the guide squatting at the side of the machinery in cover, a young tourist holding on to his
backpack – the union worker infront of the Well, stretching her hands out as if praying. The 4 of us
staring at the well, form an immediate symbiosis – all hypnotized by the fountain, that is slowly
settling, falling, a black lava lamp, but broken throwing drops perfect and round, which bounce
into the warm dust like dew drops on a lotus leaf.

Sindicalista

The fleeing tourists, gave rise to a cloud of dust, like a stampede of animals does when startled
at the sight of their reflection in the water hole– particles of sand on which evaporated fracking fluid has settled for years and years slowly rises and dissolves in the rain drops . The stenching odor of
the oil, the thick film on my skin that you cant rub off, the wave of wild bliss mixed with adrenlin that
hits me. When I am coated in Crude I feel the High rolling in, warm in my stomach streaming into my
fingers and chest mixed with images of memories. The lush substance lubricating the bodies standing
around it, lubricating its opening – preparing us for its sensual act, the graveyard is leaking with dead
fluid to welcome the living, a deceptive sexual act – For a moment I am thinking of the empires build
on grease, British Empire & Oil, Koch industries and alberta tarsands, Cargil and the burning rainforests in Borneo and Brazil for Palm and Soy.

Without noticing I sink to my knees and crawl over to the well, that has settled and is not more
then a meter high now. Captivated by its movements, I am stretching my hand out, playing with its
pressure, faint sounds in the gurgling of the well resemble voices in the refinery, in the camp of el
centro, Union meetings by the river, my father – its as if my father is speaking to me through the oil
well, I see him standing infront of me – on a dirt road in a little village made of a few bahareque
structures, dogs, clothes washing in the river, a group of workers digging a well, one of them my father
–
1917, Barrancabermeja. my father building encampments for la Troco – Tropical Oil Company. The
foremen looks at my fathers hands, and hires him for the calloses he has from working on rail way
construction. 9 months later, on the day I was born, he is running home directly from his drilling job,
the dark brown oil on his hands and face still wet when he picks me up into his arms, kisses me - that I
looked like I had been birthed directly from the ground, directly out of the earth. My father blessing me
with oil, not knowing what he is touching off - opening the gates for immortality, the crude seeping
into my cells, changing me. My father coming home from work - I touch him, touch his oilstained
hands, he gives me a dirty rag and I start to clean his boots, scratch off the tar, which I keep bundles of
wax paper hidden in a trench behind our camp. I hear him in the well, I am reaching out to him into
the pressure of the fountain, I can feel his hand at the center of the well, my fingers are slipping away, I
cant grab him.
The same oil that kept me healthy made my father sick. And because my father got sick he went
to see a homeopath, Raúl Eduardo Mahecha, who was a popular socialist at the time and arrived in
Barranca in 1922. Mahecha took over the Union work in Barranca of USO the oil workers syndicate.
In 1924 he organised a strike to force la troco to “appoint medical personnel, open a claims office, pay
weekly, pay overhours, pay annual holidays, build a hospital, open schools for the education of workers, improve the nutrition, build new camps, remove the custody of the national police - which places
colombian workers as prisoners in the company’s camps, that appears to be more of a penal colony

and not an oil company.” The strike attrackted national politicians and police – and forced la troco to
accept the workers claims, but as soon as the strike was over the company refused 300 workers that
were members of the strike from re-entering the refinery, that in turn led to a total strike at the end
of which 2000 workers were fired, some 300 colombians exile and mahecha and other strike leaders
imprisoned.

My father, being a member of the union, was sick with pneumosis, headaches and his lungs
during the time of the total strike and couldnt participate. I stood by his bed, day and night, with wet
towels to his forhead, listening to his loud and painful breathing, his skin looked almost transluscent,
I think I can remember to see blood particles running in the veins of his arms an his neck and by his
eyes. I must have spend hundreds of hours staring at my dying fathers skin, while his blood circulation
slowed down until it stopped – If I would have known about blood transfusion then I could have saved
him, if I would have known about the oil baths, the preservations I could have saved him then – Its not
too late now either, that my father is speaking to me through the oil – is reacting to the touch of my finger in the oil, he is pushing out slowly, little be litte, I can grab his wrist now, but slide off of everytime.

After my fathers death my mother and my 3 sisters and I stayed in Barranca, and I started to
work at the metal workshop of la Troco when I was 15. during the world war we couldnt get replacement parts – and they flew a texan engineer in who would design the parts himself and we would
build them at the foundary. I had to learn how to read models and designs. The texan liked me and I
was sent to Bucaramanga to study for an engineering degree and with the help of contacts of the Texan
I went to the United States to get a master degree at the University of Houston. In Texas I saw the real
oil fields, I took trips to the desert and saw Oil drillings. Gushers rained black crude over the landscape, the people that were dancing in a circle around it, took their clothes off, to shower in Oil – hooting and screaming “We’re rich, we’re rich!”. In Houston it was also where I learned about marxism, and
the fetishism around Oil. Where I learned about the history of unions, of my labour power, the right of
ownership to the means of production, US empirialism and the inevitablity of the revolution.
When I returned to Barranca in the early 1960s, I was already in my 40’s, but I still looked like
20 . I was convinced that the constant exposure to Oil, has kept me rejuvinated. In 1961 the Union had
finally build up enough political pressure that the Refinery in Barranca went into the hands of the
Colombian engineers of Ecopetrol - la Troco left Colombia and with it many of my old employers
including the texan. I had a US degree, and experience in engineering but looked like a teenager. The
new employers either didnt believe me or didnt want to give me a higher position, so I ended up
working in the technical repair unit which made it very difficult to ever see, smell or let alone touch
crude oil.

At the time that I returned, a lot of young marxists, that had trained in Cuba arrived to Barranca
and sat in the Petro-Union meetings of USO with us – some of them were hardliners, of the kind that I
hadnt been exposed to in the US. They openly discussed the possibility of revolution against the government, foreign companies and the US empire, and saw Barranca with its strong working class, and
sorrounded peasants as a center for revolutionary liberation. There was an older russian who came to
the meetings. He hadnt studied in Cuba and everybody thought that he was a spy for the soviet union.
but I didnt think so – he talked bad about the Soviet Union maybe like a spy would – but he didnt like
the young cubans.

On August 17 1965, I was called at 6 am in the morning to an emergency assignmnet through
the technical repair unit, 25 km north of Barrancabermeja – when we arrived in the djungle in the early dawn, our car got stuck in mud. When I opened the car door the stenching odor of Oil sorrounded
me. I stepped out of the car into ankle deep Crude - after 200 meters walking in it - we saw the gaping
hole in the pipeline that ejaculated barrel after barrel into the djungle, spraying a shiny black film over
the leaves of the plants, ant hills, spider webs. Black silk running down to a nearby stream, crude
everywhere, on everything, including me. After that day I felt a high in a way that I hadnt experienced
before, as if I had bathed in a fountain of youth – for weeks I would stay up all night, working, hardly
eating. I felt great.
This was the first attack in that summer 1965 that the ELN carried out against the oil infrastructure around Barrancabermeja but many came to follow. over the next years I would enter into
a mysterious symbiosis with Pipeline saboteurs of the ELN – as it was my job as part of the technical
support to repair broken pipelines, where the ELN would blow a hole into a pipeline, I would move in
hours, sometimes minuites later, and on duty of the job bath in Oil, covering the Holes with my bare
hands, my chest, my naked back, with my face – before closing it with pieces of metal. After every bath
I would feel a vital force that had taken hold of me, sleepless nights filled with visions and memories –
long conversations with my father by his grave – I have his head now in my hands. The other tourists
are dragging me by the belt and jacket, pulling me and my father out of the ground, I have him by the
shoulders now. A few centimeters still and I can reach my arms under his to pull him out.

But with the pipeline attacks, soon Military arrived, US trained mercenaries under Plan LAZO,
school of the americas, shotguns behind sandbags, with them killings and dissapearances. I would take
rides along the pipelines, with my badge and trolly, waiting to get a signal from the control center –
pretending to be patroling, to be the first at site after a pipeline attack, before the military arrives to
spend some valuable seconds alone with the oil. Its almost as if the ELN was carrying out the attacks
with me in mind, as if there was a strange equilibrium, that I would center my life around the disasters
that they caused - I wonder if there are others like me – connected to piplinie attacks of boko haram,
soldier vampires washing in the oil rains of the Kuwait fires, predetors to the exon valdez – shadow
immortals, spill parasites that feed of the dying whale.

With me feet stemmed against the dirt, the guide on one arm and a lady with a mask on the other, a tourist grabbing around my waist, holding me by the belt, together we are birthing my father out
of the well, and fall to our backs with the final push, the body of my father drops to the floor like a fish
out of frozen water. I hear heavy breathing and the distant bubbling of the oil gusher – I start cleaning
my father, scraping the petroleum off his eyes and mouth, pull his hands apart that have mummified to
make a cross gesture over his chest. I drag him further away from the gusher and let the wind and the
rain wash him dry a little – a lightning flashes and illuminates his features in purple-white for a
moment. The shadows of the figures standing around me – moments of resurrection are always
connected to extreme discharges of energy – The russian unionist, the spy comes to mind, who told me
about the cosmist revolution, the inverted revolution. I would meet him at night in el Tucan, a bar in
Barranca, where I went when I could not sleep, after I had bathed in Oil - He was a delicate man, with a
strong accent, he must have learned spanish late in his life. With spite he would talk about the gulags,
and stalin and the terror of the trials, sputnik and yuri gagarin. He would tell me about the soviet

space program, that he claimed he was a part of before he fled and he told me about Nikolai Federov
and his common task, a pre-revolutionary christian philosopher and futurist who believed that in the
future it will be technically possible for humans to evolve to imortality, Who believed in geo-engineering, in ocean and space colonization. He believed that human progress should not be based on the
exploitation of the generations before us, cannot be based on the exploitation of the dead, and therefore he argued that the dead need to be resurrected, literally, because as long we have not excluded all
technical possibilities of resurrecting the dead, we are not sure if death really exists and is final. We
dont know if we cant place particles together again, we dont know that the dead cannot return.
Federovs idea of the future was a future of memorialization, was a cosmist, an anti-revolution, one that
wouldnt radically break with its past, but radically break with its future - in which all dead will return
to life and repeat history all over again in an eternal cyclical conception of time.

After a large pipeline attack in the early 70s, I had a vision. I found myself tripping naked, lying
in oil, looking in to the stars thinking about space colonization, traveling in space, with the dead, with a
spaceship made of particles of my dead ancestors, my father, and grandmother, and great-grand-mother - a sarcophagus of the dead who made me and were me before me, a space ship of oil, running on
the surplus energy of its pressed carbon-atoms, liquid enegery, liquid death, liquid diamonds, a diamond spaceship rocket, powered by the access of life energy – the dead resurrected in a ring of space
stations, made of diamonds, around planet earth, observing history, observing the geo-engineering of
the ever acceilerating anthroposcene - the dead resurrected in underground oceans of oil, that cary
their diamond space ships, observing the geo-engineering of planet earth from underground – the
black of Oil and Space – black connected to pressure – Oil and Space, Houston, the city of space travel
and Oil money, The Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, ground control and underground control – The
International Space station – a sarcophagus surveilling the living from space - the texan, my father, the
russian, Yuri Gagarin...
Shortly after the russian had told me about cosmism and the revolution, shortly after I had the
vision, he was found dead at the banks of the magdalena – with a shot in the head. When they collected
his belongings, he had counterfeit colombian papers and a colombian name Gustavo, nobody knew his
russian name. And no family to contact - We buried Gustavo on this side of the magdalena, in
Antioquia – in the forests behind barranquita – here where the fracking fields are today. I washed
Gustavos body with water and oiled it with petroleum – It just seemed the right thing to do, like an
instinct – I buried him with hardened Crude wrapped in waxpaper, and clay vessels of liquid crude,
like I had buried my father. We were 3 at his ceremony from the Union, his was the first body that
I buried in these fields. After him, the dead started to pile up. more often then pipeline leaks now I
would find bodies during my night drives, unmarked bodies, dismembered bodies, without faces bodies the military had left behind or the guerrilla. Like a magnet I would be drawn to them. I would
stop in the middle of the road, at night, in the dark, walk through dense foliage for half an hour, to find
fresh dug soil, seeing bodies infront of me before I find them, like a dowsing sees water – as if the dead
were calling me to collect them.
In this forest, here we dug out a large pit with caterpillars, to dump the collected crude spills,
after each clean up we drive the truck loads of petroleum here and filled it with top soil, layer after
layer of crude and soil and crude and soil – the ground is so rich in oil that if you’d put a match to it, it
might light up the forest.

In the same area I started to bury the unmarked bodies that the magdalena would turn up. Secretly at first, but as the body count was rising, in the 80s, Villageres from miles away would call me to
come to collect their N.N.s - I would wash them, oil them, bath them in petroleum. I perfected to the
preservation of the body like neo-lithic mummies were preserved in swamps sealed off from oxygen,
until the cosmist revolution would find them with the knowledge and technology to resurrect them.
This entire area that later was opened to fracking in the 2020s, is a gigantic graveyard of the
unknown dead.Those that have died a violent death, that have no families to claim their bodies, have
found a place here with the oil, saved from consumption. In this cemetery I have re-buried my father,
to preserve his body until this well has turned it up. And with his more bodies now, an entire field of
dead bodies birthed out of the gusher in the fracking fields, one after another, pulled out by the tourists and excursionists, dragged into the rain to the side of the road. They are lying, the black cocoons,
next to each other – like soldiers birthed from a well – the well of mars, the well of cadmus, resurrecting invincible liders, whos voices and legacies will be heard through a cosmist time - the source of a
mystical lore, transgressing newspapers, blogs, radio programs, bonfire stories, history books and
nursery rhymes.

The Source

MARKETER: 			

The way is like a well,

TOURIST: 				

used but never used up

					- an abyss.
SOCIOLOGIST: 			

The source of all things.

UNIONIST: 			

Blunts the edges,

MARKETER: 			

unravels the knots,

TOURIST: 				

dims the glare,

SOCIOLOGIST: 			

merges with the dust,

TOURIST: 				

hidden but always present.

UNIONIST: 			

Who gave birth to it,

					that is older than god.
TOURIST: 				Lights on.
MARKETER: 			

Big stage lights, sorrounding the trees like an

					alarm system.
UNIONIST: 			

A white beam blending the tourists, an alien 		

					invasion.
SOCIOLOGIST: 			

Spots from above the tree tops, carried by 		

					drones.
UNIONIST: 			

The rain stops.

MARKETER: 			

The wind falls.

TOURIST: 				

The splashing of the well dyies down, nothing

					

more then a lever to a pump, that was turned 		

					off.
MARKETER: 			

Out of the forest step figures, actors in tour

					ist clothes,
UNIONIST: 			

and slender giants without faces,

TOURIST: 				

all along hidden between the trees.

MARKETER: 			

Watching, observing,

SOCIOLOGIST: 			

experiencing, noting, jotting, formulating and

					editing.

UNIONIST: 			

A sociological shadow,

TOURIST: 				

studying the tourists behavior,

SOCIOLOGIST: 			

with emergency blankets they come and medical

					supplies,
UNIONIST: 			

with badges and warm hugs.

MARKETER: 			

The guide looks each of them in the eyes for a

					

second, assuring, touching their shoulders with

					a celebratory smile,
SOCIOLOGIST: 			

the traitor.

TOURIST: 				

An applause starts from over in the forest,

UNIONIST: 			

a cheering, recorded in the movies, replayed in

					an act of terror.
MARKETER: 			

The protagonists reluctant.

UNIONIST: 			

The heros disgusted.

SOCIOLOGIST: 			

The excursion a spectacular success on Pay TV.

MARKETER: 			

The dragon had been slayed for an experience 		

					show,
UNIONIST: 			

Its tooth to close the drain of the well for 		

					sale at the souvenir shop.
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